Hopkins Bookstore - List of books being used again in 2020 - 2021

The list below are the books being used again in 2020-21, meaning they may be sold used to other students (or alternatively, students signed up for one of the classes listed may purchase those titles used). I hope this information helps students from this past school year recoup some money on books they bought, and allows students for the upcoming school year to save some money on books they will need.

The list below is the information I have thus far, I will update the list as I receive more information. Please note there are still several courses where either faculty are reviewing course materials or publishers have not yet indicated if some books are going to be out of stock or going to a new edition. If a course is not listed below, it is purposeful and means I am waiting for further information. I appreciate your patience as I ensure accuracy in the book information.

Please note no books are posted for either the English or Modern Language Departments, per department policy. Students should purchase unused material for both departments once the full book lists are made available in August.

Any books for any department that are readers, novels, or workbooks are also not posted as used copies of these are not permitted by teachers for use in the classroom.

After the book list there is a link to view the Families Selling Used Books List, which identifies families that are selling these books.

Books being used again:

Classics:

Latin IB: Ecce Romani Text 4th ed./ Pearson/ 9780133610895

7th graders from 2019-20, you need to keep this (and your workbooks) for 8th grade! Do NOT sell.

8th graders from 2019-20, you may sell this text to incoming 7th graders (class of 2026).
History:

History 8: The History of World Societies, v. A, 10th ed. / MPS / 9781457685187
The class of 2024 (or older students who still have this book) may sell their used history books to the class of 2025.

AC1: Give Me Liberty! 5th ed. / Foner/ Norton / 9780393614114
Class of 2020 - you likely had the 4th edition of this book, which is no longer being used! Sorry, but please do not sell your books to any incoming students. Class of 2021, you should have the correct edition, if you are not taking APUS, you may sell your 5th edition to a student starting AC1 or 2.

If you were in AC1 or AC2 in 2019-20: You need to keep your books for your next class! Do not sell your books!

If you are done with the AC series, please note you need to keep your Give Me Liberty textbook if you are taking APUS. You need to keep your History of World Societies v2 if you are taking AP Euro.

AC 3/AP Euro/APUSH students from 2019-20: You have older editions of the books, so unfortunately you should not sell these to other students.

AP Human Geography:
A new text will be used in 2020-21, please do not buy or sell a used text.

Math:

PreAlgebra or Pre Algebra Enriched:
PreAlgebra Big Ideas / Cengage / 9781642450606

This book was used last year as a stand alone, the department may upgrade to a package with digital resources, but it is still ok to get the textbook used, and we will be able to supply the digital access later if the department does decide to use the upgrade.

Algebra I or Algebra I Enriched:
Algebra 1 Common Core / Pearson / 9780133185485 or 9780133281149
Students enrolled in Algebra I or Algebra I Enriched in 2020-21 may buy this used.
Geometry or Geometry Enriched:
Geometry for Enjoyment and Challenge / Houghton Mifflin / 97808660999653
Students enrolled in Geometry or Geometry Enriched in 2020-21 may buy this used.

Algebra 2:
Algebra & Trigonometry Structure & Method Book 2 / Houghton Mifflin / 9780395977255
Students enrolled in Algebra 2 in 2020-21 may buy this used.

Algebra 2 Enriched or Algebra 2 Accelerated:
Algebra 2 Common Core Big Ideas / Cengage / 9781608408405
Students enrolled in Algebra 2 Enriched or Algebra 2 Accelerated in 2020-21 may buy this used.

Precalculus:
Precalculus: Graphs & Models 6th ed. (includes my Math Lab with etext) / Pearson / 9780134379951

Precalculus students from 2019-20 need to keep their book for Introduction to Calculus, but may sell to students enrolled in Precalculus if they have opted not to continue to Introduction to Calculus.

Enriched Precalculus AB:
Advanced Math & Precalculus / Brown / Houghton Mifflin / 9780618250370
Students enrolled in Enriched Precalculus AB in 2020-21 may buy this used.

Accelerated Precalculus BC:
Advanced Math & Precalculus/Brown/Houghton Mifflin 9780618250370
Students enrolled in Accelerated Precalculus BC in 2020-21 may buy this used.

Single Variable Calculus 8th ed/Stewart/Cengage 9781305266704
Students continuing to AP Calculus BC need to keep this book and should not sell it.

Introduction to Calculus:
Precalculus: Graphs & Models 6th ed. (includes my Math Lab with etext) / Pearson / 9780134379951

Students who finished this course in 2019-20 may sell this to students enrolled in Precalculus.
AP Statistics:
Stats: Modeling the World AP 5th ed. / Bock / Pearson / 9780134781877
Students enrolled in AP Statistics in 2020-21 may buy this used.

AP Calculus AB:
Single Variable Calculus 8th ed/Stewart/Cengage 9781305266704
Students continuing to Intermediate Calculus Honors in 2020-21 need to keep this book.

Linear Algebra Honors:
Please check back, waiting to confirm information from the publisher.

Modern Language:
All the books for Modern Language were in bundles, or were readers or workbooks, so unfortunately, none are eligible to be put on this list. Please also be aware that many books in modern language are kept for more than one year, so do proceed cautiously before selling or disposing of any books! Your teacher from 2019-20 should have let you know what you needed to keep, or feel free to contact me with questions.

Science:
Biology:
Biology Science Dimensions / Houghton Mifflin / 9780544861787
This is just the textbook, which you may buy used from another student. However, once class starts, you will also have to buy the digital access for the text, as both are used in class. So, you can buy a used book and then the digital license separately, or you can buy the bundle (the text and the digital resources are sold as one).

Chemistry or Chemistry Accelerated:
Introductory Chemistry 6th ed. / Tro / Pearson
This is just the textbook, which you may buy used from another student. However, once class starts, you will also have to buy the digital access for the text, as both are used in class. So, you can buy a used book and then the digital license separately, or you can buy the bundle (the text and the digital resources are sold as one).

AP Physics 1:
Physics for Scientists & Engineers 4th ed./Giancoli/Pearson/9780131495081
Students continuing to AP Physics 2 or C should keep their book and not sell it used.
AP Physics 2 or C:
Physics for Scientists & Engineers 4th ed./Giancoli/Pearson/9780131495081
Students may sell this to students enrolled in AP Physics 1 for 2020-21.

AP Biology:
No longer using a text, the course will use digital resources only. Please do not buy or sell a used textbook.

AP Chemistry:
Chemistry: The Central Science 13th ed. AP/Pearson/9780133574128
Students enrolled in AP Chemistry for 2020-21 may purchase this used.

To find families selling any of these Used Books, please click the Families Selling Used Books button on the store page.